Rick Lane’s 2020 PMC Virtual Ride
Goose Pond, Canaan NH to Lancaster MA
Roving Reporter: Janet Lane
Support Team: Carolyn Barney, Janet Lane
Cancer survivors and those who lost the battle rode with Rick for the entire 116 miles. He was never alone.

Rick at the start of the
PMC journey in front of
Goose Pond shoreline
and then riding away.

PMC Support Vehicle all packed and ready to go from Goose Pond, Canaan NH.

Rick took a selfie at Mascoma Lake in Enfield NH. His support
team missed the first stop because they underestimated his
speed.

Rick’s second stop was at the base of Mount Sunapee.
His support team was ready and waiting this time!

Rick’s third stop was in Newbury, NH overlooking Lake Sunapee. His support team, mother-in-law Carolyn
Barney, and wife, Janet Lane, posed for a picture making sure to social distance. Janet is wearing a PMC shirt
dating back to 1983 when Rick and Janet rode the
PMC for the first time. It was only the 4th PMC ride.

Next stop was Henniker NH at New England College. This was the college Janet’s brother Chuck attended.
We stopped to honor Chuck who passed from pancreatic cancer 3 years ago.
We were questioned by the Campus Police who loved that we were cheering on Rick in the PMC. He had a
huge smile when Rick rode up and he wished us all well.

Next stop Weare NH.
Where are we? Weare. Seriously, where are we? I told
you, Weare. That’s what I am asking you!

We stopped in Milford NH in the center where Rick got a well-deserved rest.

We made sure we documented our passage from
NH into Massachusetts.
We stopped in Townsend Center at the Gazebo
but forgot to take a picture. Rick was eager to go
since we were only two towns from the finish at
that point, Lunenburg and Lancaster.
Below is Rick in Lunenburg Center:

Finish line – Home in Lancaster MA!!! 116 miles completed!!!

